
BUILD UP partner Housing Europe and the
PROF/TRAC project presented concrete
examples of energy efficiency in social
housing at the workshop ‘Getting our homes
ready: Essentials skills and innovative
solutions for a fair energy transition’ Read
more

Two European Directives - the Ecodesign and
Energy Labelling Directives – and their
accompanying regulations have introduced
new minimum requirements for water
heaters, ventilation units and heating
appliances as well as a label to inform about
their performances. These articles
present the requirements and the foreseen
label.

Read more about water heaters

Read more about ventilation units

Read more about electrical heat pumps
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BUILD UP is present at EU Sustainable Energy
Week (#EUSEW17) in Brussels, 19-25 June.
We host a stand at the Charlemagne Building,
and we also offer you a surprise at the
Networking Village in the Résidence Palace
on Thursday June 22nd, 09:00- 12:30. 

Read more about EUSEW buildings-related
events

In the report 'From Thousands to Billions -
Coordinated Action towards 100% Net Zero
Carbon Buildings By 2050' the World Green
Building Council calls for a dramatic and
ambitious transformation towards a
completely zero carbon building sector. This
would be necessary in order to keep global
warming below 2 degrees Celsius.

Read more

 

BUILD UP participates at EU
Sustainable Energy Week

 

Practices

From Thousands to Billions -
Coordinated Action towards
100% Net Zero Carbon
Buildings By 2050
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The HSB Living Lab is a residential block for
student and guest researcher apartments that
include flexible living units and
multifunctional-shared space. Located at the
Johanneberg Science Park district in
Gothenburg, it is a showcase for how
individuals can lead a sustainable lifestyle in
their home.

Read more

The EU Commission, in partnership with the
UN Environment Finance Initiative, is
organising a series of webinars in the frame
of the Sustainable Energy Investment Forums

 

Case of the month

HSB Living Lab: student
housing in Gothenburg,
Sweden

 

Learn

Financing Energy Efficiency:
The Key Role of
Standardisation &
Benchmarking
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project (SEIF). The first of these will be on the
topic of Financing Energy Efficiency: The Key
Role of Standardisation & Benchmarking and
will take place on Wednesday 28 June 2017.

Read more

Additional webinars recording on funding for
energy efficiency solutions and investments
are available here 

Infinite Solutions is a project coordinated by
Energy Cities where 11 local authorities and
associated partners work together to identify
and implement innovative financing schemes
inspired by the cities of Stuttgart (Germany)
and Delft (the Netherlands).

Read more

6 July 2017, Brussels

Let's build changes!

The European Commission is organising a
major conference on the construction sector
to continue the dialogue among

 

Explore

Infinite Solutions - Innovative
Financing Schemes
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policymakers and practitioners on the
development of a long-term vision for the
sector, but also on concrete actions in this
respect.  Read more

13-14 September 2017, Nottingham (UK)

AIVC 2017 | Ventilating healthy low-
energy buildings

The conference will place its focus on
thermal comfort and ventilative cooling, air
infiltration through cracks in the building
envelope and ductwork, the relationships
between ventilation, indoor air quality and
health. Read more

2-3 October 2017, Budapest (Hungary)

Empowering smart solutions for better
cities - a SCIS conference

A mix of classic sessions and interactive
methods, this event will bring  together key
stakeholders from cities and regions, smart
cities & energy efficiency projects, industry,
business, European Commission and smart
cities initiatives. Read more

Read @EU_BUILDUP on Twitter

Read how #smartcities are bringing new
#greenjobshttp://bit.ly/2rMrH5H 
@Remourban_EU thanks for uploading your
article! #energyunion

Follow us on Twitter

Read EU_BUILD UP on LinkedIn

The new #H2020 projects by the European
Commission aim at: helping vulnerable

 

In case you've missed it :
Social Media Activities
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consumers; improving #heating and cooling
systems; reducing costs of nearly-zero energy
buildings; (#nzebs) developing solutions for
heat recovery and thermal storage; investing
in #sustainableenergy projects through
innovative financing tools; and stimulating
capacity building among local authorities.
https://lnkd.in/gRtiFnf

Follow us on LinkedIn

Tell us what you do! Propose content on
BUILD UP

or contact us directly pr@buildup.eu.
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